Dear teacher,

We are delighted to invite you to the Macmillan Teachers’ Day in Barcelona that will take place at the Universidad de Barcelona on Saturday, 11th May.

At this event, you will have the opportunity to attend innovative and practical talks that will provide you with relevant ideas, activities and solutions that you will be able to put to immediate use in your classes. Plus, we have the pleasure to announce a special guest who will inspire you with his unique vision.

Moreover, you will be able to meet and interact with our authors at the book stands during the break. You can also take a look at the range of new Macmillan courses that are available for 2019.

Looking forward to seeing you there!

Macmillan Education
**Workshops / Ateliers**

**Primary (3 to 6)**
Mark Ormerod. *Children Writing collaboratively with a Sense of Purpose.*

It’s rare for our 8-to-12-year olds to be enthusiastic about writing in English. They often think it’s boring and ask why they have to do it. Could it be that they don’t see the purpose of the tasks we set? In this workshop, I’ll share a range of engaging strategies, techniques and activities that have given my own pupils a highly motivating sense of purpose when writing. Examples of my pupils’ work will be displayed throughout the session.

**ESO & Bachillerato**
Schuyler Hedstrom.

Who’s in charge here?

As classroom sizes grow and teachers are asked to be disciplinarians as well as teachers, too much of our energy is spent on solving behavioral problems. In this hands-on session, we will look at the most common disciplinary issues teachers face and discuss multiple strategies to deal with them. From peer policing to praise versus punishment, participants will come away with strategies they can take back control of the classroom.

**Pre-Primary**
Yvonne Dalorto. *Responding to emerging learning styles.*

As a teacher, you may recognise that there may be children in your classes with emerging alternative learning styles and the session will explore how to adapt, respond to and resource these. We will use a multi-sensory teaching environment. Join the session to see practical, tactile and visual examples that can support the children in your class and your teaching.

**Workshop Speakers / Conférenciers**

**Primary**

Mark Ormerod. He is experienced in using drama and mini dialogues to develop children’s confidence and language skills. He was Head of Macmillan’s Teacher Training Department from 2001 to 2005. He has subsequently gone on to write teaching resources for Macmillan. He is co-author (with Donna Shaw), (with Carol Read) *Tiger* and *Find Out! Of the Primary course books. He is co-author of the Complément ludique de l’apprentissage par le jeu, elle a animé une journée de formation… són la sensació!"**

Schuyler Hedstrom. He has worked as an actor, director and teacher to more than 2000 children. His school acting, Theatre Company, and he has taught English through Theatre for 15 years in Neddik. He also serves as a teacher for Macmillan Education.

**Pre-Primary**
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**Plenary/Séance Plénière**
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**Primary**

Mark Ormerod. He is experienced in using drama and mini dialogues to develop children’s confidence and language skills. He was Head of Macmillan’s Teacher Training Department from 2001 to 2005. He has subsequently gone on to write teaching resources for Macmillan. He is co-author (with Donna Shaw), (with Carol Read) *Tiger* and *Find Out! Of the Primary course books. He is co-author of the Complément ludique de l’apprentissage par le jeu, elle a animé une journée de formation… són la sensació!"**
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